Pre-Columbian Maine Crossword Puzzle
Complete the crossword puzzle using the words below

Kennebec Mammoth Micmac Passamaquody Penobscot Stonecache Glacier
Norsecoin Algonquian Wolastoqiyik Abenaki Caribou Wabanaki Confederacy

**Across**
2. This tribe hunted, fished, and farmed along the river known as Wolastoq
4. This tribe located on St. Croix River had a wide spread trade spanning all over New England and Canada
5. The name of this tribe means “people of the dawn” or “easterners”
6. This early Abenaki band lived on a river named after the Abenaki word Kinipek which translates to “bay”
9. Many of Maine’s Native American languages are part of this larger language group
10. The name of this tribe comes from the word Panawahpskeg which means “where the rocks spread out”
11. A specially crafted stone tip used on spears and projectiles
12. These large chunks of ice shaped much of the Maine that we know today
13. Formations of rock made to store meat by Maine’s earliest inhabitants

**Down**
1. This tribe in Aroostook county is recognized for the skills in making traditional birch bark boxes with porcupine quills
2. An alliance made up of the Abenaki, Penobscot, Micmac, Passamaquody, and Wolastoqiyik tribes
3. Remains of this large tusksed mammal were found in Scarborough Maine in 1959
7. Native Americans had a broad trade network; this unusual item was uncovered at a site believed to be a trade hub in Maine
8. This antlered animal that was a popular source of food for hunters